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Theoretically, as noted by Skolem [3, p. 2](1), the general problem of alge-

braic diophantine analysis is reducible to the case in which occur only equa-

tions and inequalities of degree not higher than the second. For the extensive

class of separable systems defined in §6, this reduction can be performed effec-

tively, eventuating in the complete integer solutions of the equations con-

cerned. The general method is strictly elementary, but none the less powerful

within its natural range on that account. Among the more immediate ap-

plications are complete solutions of certain types of homogeneous equations

of the second degree, only special cases of which have been solved hitherto

by advanced methods, including that of generalized quaternions. The equa-

tion x\-\- ■ • • +xl=y2, for example, does not seem to be adapted to such

methods, as a sum of n squares is not factorable, for all n, in a ring.

For simplicity of statement only, the method is presented for the domain

of rational integers. A few slight and obvious verbal changes suffice to extend

the entire discussion to any unique factorization domain, in particular to

domains in which there is a Euclidean algorithm. The extension to principal

ideal rings of algebraic integers, for instance, yields results of interest in the

domain of rational integers.

I. Extended multiplicative equations

1. Extended and simple systems. With the exception of the symbol £ of

summation, all letters throughout the paper denote rational integers.

A monomial xayb ■ ■ ■ zc in which x, y, • • • , z are independent variables

(or independent unknowns), and a, b, ■ ■ ■ , c are constants greater than 0,

is elementary if at least one of a, b, • ■ • , c is restricted to be 1 and a-\-b

+ ■ • • +c>l.

Whether elementary or unrestricted, the monomials in a set are independ-

ent if no two of them have a variable in common.

An equation of the type

wiZi + ■ • ■ + mnXn = 0,

in which n>2, my, ■ ■ • , mn are constants all different from zero, and

X\, • • • , Xn are independent elementary monomials, is an extended multi-

plicative equation.

Two extended multiplicative equations are connected if they have in corn-
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mon at least one variable. If each pair of a set of equations is connected, the

set is connected. A single extended multiplicative equation, or a connected

set, is an extended system.

The most important detail implicit in the last definition is that all the

monomials in an extended system are elementary.

A set of equations of the type

C1F1 = c2Y2 = ■ ■ ■ = caYs,

in which 5^2, Ci, • • •, cs are constants all different from zero, and Yi, • • •, Yt

are independent monomials, is a simple multiplicative set.

Two simple multiplicative sets are connected if they have in common at

least one variable. If each pair of two or more sets is connected, or if there is

but one set, the totality of sets constitute a simple system.

An extended system is thus more general than a simple system in that the

equations of the extended system are not restricted, as in the simple system,

to two terms. A simple system is more general than an extended system in

that the monomials in the simple system are not restricted, as in the extended

system, to be elementary.

In the method for extended systems developed here, the known theory of

simple systems [l; 4] is a prerequisite. Acquaintance with algoristic details

of that theory, however, is not necessary for following the applications to the

solution of extended systems, as enough of the technique is recalled inciden-

tally in the next four sections.

2. Expansion and contraction. The monomial x"yb ■ ■ • zc is expanded with

respect to any one of its variables x, y, ■ ■ • , z, say z, if zc is replaced by the

product of c variables, say Zi, • • • , zc, all distinct from one another and from

the remaining variables x, y, ■ ■ ■ in the given monomial. Thus the expansion

with respect to z is x"yh • Zc with x, y, ■ ■ ■ , Z\, ■ ■ ■ , zc all distinct.

The total expansion

xi ■ ■ ■ xayx ■•• y» •••«!**• i,

is obtained by expanding with respect to each variable in turn. A totally ex-

panded monomial of degree n is thus a product of first powers of n independ-

ent variables.

The inverse of expansion is contraction. A monomial is contracted with re-

spect to any subset (proper or improper) of its variables by replacing each

of the variables in the subset by the same variable, the new variable being dis-

tinct from all those not replaced. The total contraction is the result of replacing

each of the variables in the monomial by the same variable. Thus the total

contraction of x"yh • • ■ z" is wd, where d = a-\-b+ ■ ■ ■ -\-c.

In solving simple systems, at least one of the monomials in the system is

totally expanded, and the system thus modified is solved. To the solution of

the modified system are adjoined the equations giving the contractions neces-
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sary to reproduce the original system. The modified system together with the

equations of contraction constitute a new system. By repeated expansions

and contractions the solution of the original system is obtained.

3. Free and bound parameters. A variable whose range of values is the

integers is a free parameter.

Distinct variables f, rj, • • • , f which may take only such values as satisfy

a binding equation of the form

w£V ■ • • fc = n,

where m, a, b, ■ ■ ■ , c, n are constant integers and ««^0, a,b, • ■ • , c>0, are

bound parameters.

The solution of the indicated binding equation is equivalent to that of an

associated system of linear diophantine equations. Let pi, ■ ■ ■ , p[„] be all the

distinct positive prime divisors of n, and for any integer s, let p'j, 5/2:0, be

the highest power of pj dividing s. By comparison of exponents of p,- in the

binding equation, the associated linear system is

ntj + a$j + foj ,-+••• +      = njt

|l 2 0,    2 0, • • • , ft g 0, / — 1, — , [n].

There are no solutions if the CCD. of m,, a, b, • • • , c does not divide

(all./), or if for at least one j, m,->nj. If \m\ = l,and£°7;6 • • • fcis elementary,

the system has solutions. If there are solutions, there are only a finite number,

say

(Ift Vi< •■•«?/) = OSfi. vn> • • • . fy<).        t = 1, • • • , »'.

Let each of et, c„ • • • , et be a definite one of 1, — 1. All solutions of the bind-

ing equation are

(ff .»»••*» f) " (««#/'•        i • • • . erpi"),

where the repeated index j indicates a product overj = l, • • • , [«], and the

units are assigned so that e\e\ • • • e\ = 1 or — 1 according as mn>0 or mn<0.

The detail of importance for extended systems is that the binding equa-

tion has solutions if | m\ =1 and £ar)b • • • fe is elementary. The solution of a

system of two or more binding equations is an immediate extension of the

procedure for a single equation.

Binding equations arise as follows in solving either simple or extended

systems. Constant coefficients I, m, ■ ■ ■ other than 1, —1 are replaced by

variables X, fi, • • ■ respectively, distinct among themselves and all distinct

from the original variables in the system. Thus modified, the system has only

unit coefficients. If a parametric solution of the modified system presents

X, ft, • • • in the form\ = l'L, p = m'M, ■ • • , where F, m', • ■ ■ are constants

and L, M, ■ • • are monomials in the parameters, the binding equations are

l'L = l, m'M = m,
The concept of binding equations can be extended to equations of the type
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niiXi + • • • + m,X, = «,

where mi, ■ • • , m„ n are constants not equal to 0, and Xi, • ■ • , X, are

monomials, not necessarily independent.

4. Reducibility. Each equation in a simple system has only two terms. An

equation in more than two terms is reducible if it can be derived from a two-

term equation by polynomial replacements of the variables in the two-term

equation. A system of equations is reducible if each equation of the system in

more than two terms is reducible. Unless otherwise noted, the coefficients in

the substituted polynomials are restricted to be rational numbers, although

this is not necessary; the discussion is almost the same if the coefficients are

elements of the quotient field of any unique factorization domain.

Reducibility cuts across the order (number of terms) and the degree of

equations and, where applicable, either provides a means of solving the equa-

tions or isolates their essential difficulties. It also unites apparently unrelated

equations in classes according to the simple systems from which they are

derivable, and makes possible a unified treatment of all.

5. Examples for §4. The arrow, is to be read "is replaced by";

(a, b, ■ • • ) denotes as usual the CCD. of a, b, • • • . "Solution," as always,

means "complete integer solution."

The solution of £77 = fc/> is

£ = ab,      77 = cd,      f = ad,      <b = cb,

a, b, c, d free parameters. If the parameters are restricted by the CCD. condi-

tion (ö, d) = l, the solution contains no duplications. The process of solving

any simple system [l] automatically furnishes a set of CCD. conditions

which, imposed, exclude duplications. These need not be stated if the objec-

tive, as here, is the solution.

Contraction with respect to f, c/> adjoins the new equation ad=*=bc, of the

same type as the original; whence there is the solution of

&l = f2:

S = fg\     v = ß\     f = fgh,     (g, h) = 1.

Of the infinity of equations reducible to the last, the following will suffice

to illustrate reducibility:
x2 -f y2 = z2;

xy 4- yz 4- zx = 0;

x2 4- y4 = z2.

The first is derived by £—»z4-#, 77—>z —.r, f—*y. The solution is therefore

given by 2x=f(g2 — h2), y=fgh, 2z=f(g2-\-h2); whence the usual solution fol-

lows by considering the possible forms of /, g, h modulo 2. This equation is

the total contraction of its total expansion
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xixi + yiji = Zi22,

which is solvable. But for reasons which will appear in the discussion of sepa-

rable equations, the solution of the totally contracted equation is not obtain-

able from that of its total expansion.

The second equation is derived by £—>x-\-y, rj—>x-\-z, f—>x; the solution is

therefore

x = fgh,      y = fg(g — h),      z = fh(h — g).

The solution of the third equation is obtained from that of the second by

applying the solution of the simple equation fgh = k2:f' = c\c^f,cic9, g = (%CsCsCjCg,

h = c%ciCtCsd, k=CiCzCSCiCtiCzC7c&c9, in 9 free parameters c,-.

It may be recalled that either of the methods [l; 4] for obtaining the

solution of a simple system 5 produces the solution in terms of a certain num-

ber N(S), characteristic of S, of parameters both necessary and sufficient for

the solution. For S=fgh=k2, N(S) =9, as above. For

S = x9 = y6 = M4»4 = wrst,

all the variables being independent, N(S) =46, 217, 626. Equally rudimentary

systems for which N(S) exceeds any preassigned number are readily con-

structed. Contraction increases N(S). Thus for the totally expanded form S'

of the last system, N(S') = 1440; and generally (a frequently occurring case),

for
S es xi •••*« = yi • • • yt ==•••= wi • - • id*

the a4-64- ■ • • -\-c variables being independent, N(S) =ab • ■ • c.

A point of some interest may be noted in passing. Geometrically, a simple

system S defines a rational variety V in space of two or more dimensions, and

V is parametrized by a certain number n(V) of parameters. It is observed

that N(S)/n(V) tends to infinity more rapidly than any positive integral

power of mvd, where m is the number of monomials, v the number of inde-

pendent variables, and d is the highest degree of any monomial in 51. It is not

clear why specifying the integer points on V should so greatly increase the

necessary and sufficient number of parameters. Libri [2] insisted that an

algebraic diophantine system is "not indeterminate, ■ • • , but overdeter-

mined"; it is implicitly transcendental and should be extended by conditional

equations (in circular functions) to exclude all but integer values of the vari-

ables. This proposal was rejected by Dirichlet as a valid but trivial heresy,

and it has not been adopted. In any case it fails to yield the correct value for

any N(S).

To illustrate bound parameters,

mx2 + ny2 — nz2,

with m, n constants not equal to 0, is derived from ut;2 = vrj^, in 5 variables,
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whose solution is

V = g«l»2»3«4«5, V = WlMlW3Ö<p , £ = mining ,

in 11 free parameters. The required solution is derived from this by

M—>w, >»,      £ —» z,      ri^z+y, t-*z—y,

so that now only 6, <f>, \p are free.

6. Separability. This concerns the sense in which "solution" is to be un-

derstood in the applications considered in later sections. The sense is a cus-

tomary one; but for definiteness it is stated here in the form given by Skolem

[2, p. 2]: "Im Falle unendlich vieler Lösungen sollen diese durch ein allge-

meine Formel dargestellt werden, oder man soll ein Verfahren angeben,

mit dessen Hilfe man alle Lösungen allmählich finden kann."

"Resolution" is used to avoid confusion between "solution" as "process

of solving" and "solution" as "result of solving": a system is "resolved" to

give its "solution." Equivalent resolutions are different processes of solving a

system; they necessarily produce the same solution. The "Verfahren" is the

resolution; the "Lösungen" the solution, meaning, as always, "complete solu-

tion." All resolutions of a given system are equivalent. It therefore suffices to

produce one, if general formulas for the solution are not forthcoming.

A system S is separable if a resolution of 51 is equivalent to one or more of

the following:

(A) the resolution of independent extended equations;

(B) the resolution of simple systems;

(C) the resolution of systems of linear diophantine equations, the total

number of systems in (A), (B), (C) being finite.

It will be shown in the next section that there is a finite process for (A).

Since finite processes are available for (B), (C), a separable system is resolv-

able and has a solution in the senses defined. It is to be noticed that the equa-

tions in (A) are independent. Some extended systems of more than one equa-

tion are separable, but not all such systems have been determined.

A possible connection between (A), (B), (C) is a source of further separa-

ble systems. Contraction of an extended equation with respect to some or all

of its variables amounts to equating the values of these variables as given by

the solution of the uncontracted equations. If the equations thus adjoined to

the original equation are separable, the contracted equation is separable. In

particular, if the adjoined equations are as in one or all of (A), (B), (C), the

contracted equation is separable. A given extended equation when totally

expanded thus generates a class of separable equations by contraction. At any

stage of the process, binding equations may be imposed on some of the free

parameters in the solution. The totality of equations in a class is determinable

for a given extended equation. This classification cuts across the degree and
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the number of independent variables in resolvable equations. For example, it

will be seen that
xiyizi + • • • + xnynzn = 0,

in 3» independent variables Xj, y,-, Zj, and

2 _l        _l 2ntiUi + ■ ■ • + ot„_im„_i = mnvi • • • v„

in n+s — 1 independent variables m, vjt with m%, • • ■ , w„_i arbitrary con-

stants, are in the same class.

II. Applications

7. Totally expanded type. The totally expanded type of the general ex-

tended equation is

n

(7.1) J2m<xa ■ ■ ■ Xi>i = 0.
i-l

in which the m» are constants not equal to 0, n>2, St>l, and the Xn are

Sr+ • • • +s» independent variables.

In solving (7.1), four further general types appear:

(7-2) +  ■ • • + ZnVn = 0,

in which     77,-, i = l, are 2« independent variables;

(7.3) 0]<pl = Ö202 = • • • = dn<f>n,

in 2w independent variables di, 6i;

(7.4) MMi = ViWi, i = 1, • ■ • , n,

in which the u, -m,-, Di, va are 3m4-1 independent variables;

(7.5) uui = niiWi, i = 1, ■ • ■ , n,

in which themi are n constants not equal to 0, and the       Wi are 2n-\- \ inde- ■

pendent variables. These four will be considered first.

The solution [3, p. 20 (13)] of (7.2) is

j—1 n—}'

(7.6) = a«i,      77, = — 52 ttjßi.i + 2 &i+)ßi,i+i

for * = 1, ■ • • , n, with the convention that a sum in which the lower limit ex-

ceeds the upper is vacuous. The (w24-w-f-2)/2 parameters a, on, ß,-,k are free.

If some of the signs in (7.5) are changed, the solution of the modified equation

is obtained by making the corresponding changes in the values of either £i

or 77,- in (7.6).

The resolution of (7.3) is recursive, the first step being the resolution of

the n — 1 equations
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8i<bi = 0„<p„, i = 1, •••,»— 1.

The solution of the typical equation is

6i = X,i\j2>      <i>i — XaXi4,      6n = X,iX,'4,      <bn — ^is^a,

in 4 free parameters X,,-. In the second step the values of 6n are equated, also

those of </>„. The resulting systems are of the general type (7.3) with n — 1 in

place of n. By repetitions of the process the solution of (7.3), involving («) =2"

free parameters Xi, • • • , X(n), is obtained in the form

(7.7) 9{ - e<(Xi, • • • , X(»)),      4>i - *<(Xi, • • • , X(„)),

in which each of 6,-, 4>i is a monomial in (w)/2 of the parameters Xi, • • • , X(„),

each occurring only once in a particular 0,- or <$,, and

0<(Xl, • • •  , X(B))$i(Xi, • • -  , X(n)) = Xl ■ • • X(„),

for i = 1, ■ • • , n.

The solution of the typical equation in (7.4) is

m = di<bi,      Ui = ipiXi,      Vi = diXi,      Wi = ^,<p„

in 4 free parameters. The result of equating the values of u for i= 1, • • • , n

is (7.3). The solution of (7.4) therefore follows from (7.7),

. m = Xi • • • X(n), Ui = ^.Xi,
(7.8)

Vi = 0;(Xi, • • ■ , X(„))x<,      Wi = 4>,(Xi, • • • ,

for » = 1, • • • , w in 2n4-2w free parameters X,-, ij/i, %i.

The solution of (7.5) is obtained from (7.8) by Vi—>ttii, so that now the x»

and those of the X, occurring in the 0;(Xi, • ■ • ,X(n)),i = l, ■ • • , n, are bound

parameters.

The resolution of (7.1) now follows from that of (7.2) by

MiXa ■ ■ • Xi,t —> iji,        Xn —* Vi,

the first of which, by the first of (7.6), gives

aoii — rriiXii • • • i = 1, • • • , n.

The resolution of this, by (7.5), (7.8), is reduced to that of the simple system

^ ^ ®i(\i, • • • , X(n))xi = nti,

xa ■ ■ ■ xiSi = 4>,(Xi, ■ • • , Xc„))^i,

for i = 1, • • • , n. The first n equations in (7.9) are the binding equations from

(7.5). The values of the X,-, x»> tyi in the solution of (7.9) are substituted into

(7.10) a = Xi • • • X(„),      at = 4>Otil

and these values of a, en substituted into the second of (7.6) give
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n—1 n—i

(7.ioi) xn = — 52 <xißi.i + 52 «•■+)• ßi,.'+)•
1-1 3-1

The values of xa, • ■ • , xu{ in the solution of the second of (7.9) and (7.101)

give the solution of (7.1).

Explicit formulas for the monomials ©,-, 3>, can be given. They are com-

plicated and will not be required. The second set of equations in (7.9) is

solved first. The solution of the first equation, i = 1, of the set gives the values

of those of the Xi, • • ■ , X(„) occurring in <3?i as monomials in new parameters,

Mil M2, ■ • • • These values are substituted into #2, • • • , $m and the second

equation of the set then gives jui, ß2, • ■ • as monomials in new parameters

<ri, cr2, • • • , and so on, till i — n. Finally the values of the X's determined as

monomials in all the parameters thus introduced are substituted into the

binding equations in (7.9), which are solved as in §3.

8. Contracted type. The general contracted type derived from (7.1) is

(8.1) 52miXil - ■ ■ Xiti = 0,
i—l

in which Xn, • • • , Xiti is any contraction of Xn, ■ ■ ■ , XiH, so that the

Xa, • • • , Xiti, * = 1, are <i-f- • • • -\-tn independent monomials. At

least two subtypes of (8.1) are separable.

In the first, in at least one of the monomials in each product Xn • ■ ■ Xiti,

i= 1, • • • , n, at least one of the independent variables occurs only to the first

power; say Xn=xnXn, where Xn, Xa are independent. The equation is then

(8.2) 52 miXilX'iLXi2 ■ ■ ■ Xiti - 0,
i-i

which is the general extended multiplicative equation defined in §1. It is re-

duced to (7.2) by

rriiXixXii • • ■ Xiti-^ii,      a?fi —> 77,-,

and therefore, by (7.6), the associated simple system is

(8.3) acti = X'uXiz ■ ■ ■ Xiti, i — \, • • • , n.

The typical equation in (8.3) is of the general type

UV — Wi ■ • ■ wt,

a simple equation whose solution may be given explicitly in terms of 2t free

parameters. The resolution of (8.3) is then similar to that of (7.5), when the

X/i, X<2, • ■ ■ , XiU are regarded as independent variables. In the solution

the Xa, ■ • ■ are replaced by their expressions as monomials in the inde-

pendent variables *</. The result is a simple system in these variables.
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A second separable type of (8.1) follows from the first on further contrac-

tion, but with respect to xn and another variable in the term in which xa

occurs, for some or all of the terms in (8.2). The resolution of the equation

thus contracted is reduced to that of the system of equations obtained from

the solution of (8.2) by equating therein the values of the contracted varia-

bles. If the resulting system of equations is linear in some set of the free

parameters in the solution of (8.2), the contracted equation is separable.

The cases of greatest interest are those in which the linear system has

nontrivial solutions. If the linear system is s homogeneous equations in s un-

knowns, or if it is overconditioned, it gives merely a set of necessary condi-

tions for the resolvability of the contracted equation. This is the case, for ex-

ample, for homogeneous equations of the second degree derived from (7.1)

with s< = 2, t = l, • • ■ , n, by total contraction of each term.

9. Equal sums of squares. The solution of

(9.D Eft'-E*!
2        V-> 2

* = E
i=l .=1

is immediate from (7.2), (7.6) by

£i —» Xi + y»      Vi —* Xi — yr.

(9.2)
2»i =  —  E aißi.i + aai + E ai+ißi,i+h

i=i i-i
i—1 n—i

2yi =       E aißi,i + «««■ — E ai+ißi.i+i-
3=1 3=1

By (9.1), (9.2) the resolution of

(9.3) E *? = E y<

is reduced to that of

E Ctjßi.n + aotn = 0,
3=1

whose solution may be written down by a change of notation from (7.6). The

solution of (9.3) then follows by substitution into (9.2).

Similarly, the resolution of

(9.4) x\ + x\ + • ■ • + xl - y

is reduced to that of

i—l 71— i

E ßi,<ai + — E ßi.i+ia<+i —0, t ™ I, •••,« — 1,
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a system of n — 1 homogeneous linear diophantine equations in n unknowns

a, at, • • • , a„-i. Hence (9.4) is separable.

Explicit formulas for the solution of (9.4) may be given. Let ßj be the

determinant (of order n— 1) obtained by deleting the jth column from the

matrix (»— 1 rows, n columns) of the system. The principal diagonal of ßn

is a, a, ■ • ■ , a, and the determinant is skew symmetric about this diagonal.

It follows from Cayley's diagonal expansion for a determinant of this type

that a = 0 and ßn = 0 are compatible only if all the elements of ßn vanish. This

possibility is included as the trivial case p = 0 in the solution below; otherwise,

ßnA0. Hence if p is any integer multiple of the reciprocal of the CCD. of

A. • • • , ßn,
.«i = p(— j = 1, • • • , n.

The solution of (9.4) is now written down from (9.2) by substituting these

values of a,- into Xt, • • • , xn and into yn=y.

From this solution that of
2 2

(9.5) Xt + • • • + *n-l = uv

follows by u—*y4-*n, v—*y—xn. More generally, as in solving (9.4), it is seen

that
> i

(9.6) *»+•'• + xn-, = UiVi + ■ ■ ■ + u,v,

is separable. By u—»y,-4-*y, Vj—^yj — Xi, it follows that

(9.7) *iH-4- xl = y\ 4- • • • + y.

is separable. But when sAl, n — l, there are not explicit formulas for the

solution.

10. Equal sums of squares and elementary monomials. The type

2 2

(10. 1) *!+••' + Xn-, = UiWl + ■ ■ ■ + U,W„

in which Xt, • • • , xn-„ «i, • ■ • , «« are n independent variables, Wt, • • ■ , w,

are j independent monomials in any number of variables, and all the variables

in (10.1) are independent, is a generalization of (9.6). It is separable.

Each term on the left is first totally expanded, Xi—*x(yi, and the w, are

replaced by variables Vj so that the 2w variables in

xiyi + ■ ■ • + xn-,yn-s —       — ... — v,u, — 0

are independent. By (7.6) the solution of this equation is

t—1 n— i

Xi = ctoii,      y« = — ]c «ißi.i + e ai+ißi,i+i> i = 1, ••■,» — s;
j-l ;'=l

k—1 n—i

Vk = OUXk,       Uk = — "c <*ißi.k + e <Xk+jßk,k+j, k = 1, ■ ■ ■ , S.

3=1 3=1
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Contraction with respect to *<, y,,

i—l n—i

(10.2) — 52 <*ßi,i — aeon + 52 ai+ißi,i+i = 0. t = 1, •••,« — 5,

and the substitution

(10.3) eta*. = Wk, k = 1, • • • , s,

reduce the resolution of (10.1) to that of the linear system (10.2) in

«!,-••,«„ and the simple system (i0.3). Hence (10.1) is separable. If 5 = 1,

explicit formulas for the solution may be given, as for (9.4), when (10.3) is

solved explicitly for specific wi, • • • , Wk-

11. Generalization of §§9, 10. By 5i = 2, Xar**i, ya-*yt, (7.1) becomes

(11.1) mixiyi 4- • • • 4- mnxnyn = 0,

with arbitrary integer coefficients nti. The cases jw< = 1, i = 1, • • • , re, and its

contractions treated in §9 are included in (11.1), and their solutions can be

obtained by properly specializing that of (11.1). But the argument for (9.4)

is inapplicable to the corresponding step in the resolution of (11.1), as the

elements in the principal diagonal of the determinant concerned are not neces-

sarily all positive or all negative; and the greater simplicity of the special

case, also its historical interest, justify the separate treatment in §9.

By i*i-*UiVi, rji-^Wi, (7.2) becomes

UiV\Wi -f • • • 4- unvnwn = 0,

and hence, from (7.6), for i= 1, • • • , n,

(11.2) aai = UiVi,

t—1 n—i

(ii-3) Wi = - 52 aißi.i + 51 oa+jßi.i+j.
i-l ;=l

The solution of (11.1) will follow from these by Ui-^nti, Vi—*Xi, Wi—»y,-.

The solution of the typical equation (11.2) is written in the form

a = aibi,      cti = CiTi,      Ui = Ciß,-,      z>,- = biKi.

Hence the a,-, bi are given by the simple system

(11.4) (a = )a1b1 = • • • = anbn,

Which is of the type (7.3). The solution of (11.4) gives each of ai} bi as a mo-

nomial in 2n_1 distinct free parameters, and for each i the monomials a,-, b% are

independent.

With the a,-, bi as determined by (11.4), the solution of (11.1) is thus

i—1 n—i

(11-5) Xi = bin,      yi = — E«j/Jy,flr/+ £ c<+*ft.<+/«,<+fi
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with the binding equations

(11.6) Cidi = m,, i = 1, • • • , n.

The free parameters are the it's and ß's, in all n(n + l)/2, and there are 2"+ra

bound parameters in the bi, c< determined by (11.4), (11.6).

The solution of

71 2 " 2

(n.7) zZmixi — 51m<yi
i-l i-l

follows from 4-y«, y<—y, applied to (11.5).

The solution of

" 2        "_1 2

(11.8) E*1' = E^f
i-l i-l

is obtained from that of (11.7) by substituting the /?,■,„, x,- determined by

n-l

E Cißi.n1Tj = 0,

which is of the general type (11.1),.into the solution of (11.7).

If w = 2,

2 2
(11.9) wi*i 4- • • • 4- w„_is„_i 4- «n^y» = 0

is a simple equation. Let n>2. The solution of (11.9) or, what is equivalent

by xn—>x„+y, y»——y, that of

2 2 2
(11.10) nt!Xi + ■ ■ ■ 4- tnnxn = y

falls into two parts. Contraction of (11.1) with respect to x%, yi, £=1, • • • ,

» —1, gives (11.9), and hence, by (11.5),

i— 1 n—t

(11.11) — E Cißi.<*i —        + E Ci+ißi.i+{iri+i =0,      t = 1, •••,»— 1,
j'-l i-l

a system of n —1 linear homogeneous equations in in, • ■ • , ir„.

If the values assigned to the ß's (which are free parameters) are such that

not all determinants of order n — 1 in the matrix of the system (11.11) vanish,

the ß's and the system are regular, in the contrary case, singular, and likewise

for the corresponding solutions.

In the regular case let m be an arbitrary integer multiple of the reciprocal

of the CCD. (for specific ß's) of the n determinants of order n— 1 in the

matrix, and let ßi be the determinant obtained by deleting the ith column of

the matrix. Then
x, = (- ly-^mßi, i = 1, • ■ ■ , n;
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and by (11.5) the regular solution of (11.9) is

Xi = (- ly-imbißi, i = 1, • • • , n,

(11.12)

In the singular case, let Oi, • • • , 0„ be integer parameters, restricted for

the moment so that the vector (flu • • • , 0n) is not equal to any row vector

of the matrix of (11.11) in the singular case. Then the determinant of the sys-

tem formed by adjoining

(11.13) hrt + ■ ■ • + 6nTn = 0

to (11.11) vanishes, and hence the augmented system has a non-trivial solu-

tion. Let m' be any integral multiple of the reciprocal of the CCD. of the

determinants ß't of the matrix of the system formed by (11.13) (as the first

equation) and the n— 1 equations obtained by omitting the last equation in

(11.11). Then

x,- = (- ly-Wß-, i = 1, • • • , »,

and the singular solution is written down from (11.12) by the change in nota-

tion m—*m', ßi—>ß'. The restriction on (0i, • • • , 0„) may be removed, as it

excludes only the trivial solution, so that 0i, • • • , 0» in the singular solution

are n distinct free parameters.

The discussion for

2 2 2 2

(11.14) öi*i 4- ■ • • 4- anx„ = biyx + • • • + b,y,

parallels that of (9.7), and may be omitted. Likewise for (10.1) and

2 2

(11.15) aiXl + • • • 4" dn-aXn-s       £>l«llfl + • ■ • + bsUsW„

with the a's, £>'s arbitrary constants and the rest of the notation as in (10.1).

By the classical rational reduction of the general quadratic form

Q(xi, ■ • ■ , x,) with integer coefficients to a sum of squares with rational

number coefficients, it follows from (11.15) that

(11.16) Q{xi, • ■ • , xn-i) — biUiWi -f • • • 4- b,uaw,

is separable. This includes all the preceding results (and an infinity more).

For general n the equations in §§7-11 are irreducible, as reducibility is

defined in §4. They are also irreducible in the usual sense in any ring.

12. Example for §11. The unavoidable calculations for a given n are con-

centrated in (11.4). It will be sufficient to indicate the details for « = 3. In

that case (11.1) is
m\x\y-i -f- w2*2y2 -f m3Xzy3 = 0,

and the corresponding solution of (11.4) is
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ai = yiy2S3&t, a2 = yiyiSiSz,     a3 = 71727374,

61 = 73748162, 62 = 72735i54,      b3 = 5i525354.

From the general discussion, the solution is

Xi = biiri, yi = c2/3i,27T2 + C3j3i,37r3,

x2 = 627r2, y2 = — Ci/3i,2iri + c3ß2t3ir3,

x3 = b3w3, y3 = — Cißi,3in — c2ß2l3w2,

with the binding equations

>»i = Cidi, m-i = C2Ö2,      m3 = c3a3.

By §3 the binding equations have solutions and are resolvable for any

given nix, w2, m3.

From the above solution those of the several contractions of the original

equation are readily obtained by following the directions for the general case.

As pointed out, the solution of the totally contracted equation

2 2 2

m\X\ + nizXz + m3x3 — 0

is not obtainable by this method. The equations of total contraction will have

non-trivial solutions tti, tt2, 7r3 if and only if

2 2 2

blC2C3ßz,3 + b2CiC3ßl,3 + J3CiC2/3i,2 =  — £116263

has solutions ß2,3, ßi,3, ßi,2, or, what is equivalent, if and only if —a2, where

a =7172737461 o2o304, is represented in the form

2 2 2

mmzßi.z + m2m3ß2,3 + Wiw3/3i,3.

When this condition is satisfied, the solutions of the totally contracted equa-

tion are found from those of the totally expanded equation by substituting

therein the values of 7Ti, 7r2,7r3 determined by

— 6171-1 + C2f3i,27T2 + C3ß!,3lT3 = 0,

— Cißitim — 627r2 + C3/32,37r3 = 0,

for each set of values of ßi,2, ß2,3, ßi,3 representing —a2 in the above form.

On another occasion examples of separable equations and separable sys-

tems of higher degrees will be given. An example of a separable equation

whose solution is immediate from the calculations of this section is

axy + bzw = cm3,

o, 6, c arbitrary constants.
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